
Tween Marina - Captiva. 
 
This is a few miles south of South Seas Resort on the eastern shore of Captiva Island. It a resort with 20+ boat 
slips. There are 2 restaurants on property, a coffee shop, pool, beach access, shuttle 2 miles each way from 
the resort, free WiFi and cable TV, a marina store with free coffee, newspapers, drinks, and clothing. The 
bathrooms/showers and laundry facilities are the best we have seen - modern and clean, with lots of room in 
the shower, a ledge to place your shampoo, etc., and great water pressure. Washer/dryer are $1.75 each. 
Right across the road from the resort is the beach access - we watched a beautiful sunset our first night here. 
Our slip was $2.95 a foot. Sometimes they run 3 days for 2 specials in the summer if business is down. 
 
The slips leave something to be desired, however. We were on the “face dock” just south of the fuel pumps so 
there was a constant parade of boats coming for fuel with attendant fumes and little privacy. Also the marina is 
exposed so our boat was pushed hard up against the pilings all night with the east wind. 
 
To access, leave the ICW between 36 and 38 and head southwest to find the entrance to the channel, which is 
quite narrow in places and winds close to shore. Tween is noticeable for the aqua-colored roofs on the resort 
building, which can be seen from a distance. 
 
We hailed the dockmaster (Andrea when we came in) when we rounded marker 16 and she met us at the dock 
to help us tie up.  She was very helpful during our entire stay.   
 
We motored to Tween from Sanibel, under the causeway bridge and then across the “Miserable Mile” on the 
ICW (which is notorious for being difficult to navigate when the tide is flowing). We had no difficulty but there 
are places where the channel is very narrow and the depth outside the channel very shallow.. 


